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Course Introduction
Course Title:
“Analysis and Practice for Renewable Energy Micro Grid Configuration”

Course Objectives
Competency in renewable energy sources and their characteristics
Competency in Micro-Power System Design of Renewable Energy
Sources for Smart-Grid and Micro-Grid Application
Familiarization and Fluent Use of HOMER simulation software

Course Outcomes
Learning in the basic concept of smart/micro grid
Learning in the sources and characteristics of renewable energy
Learning in Micro-power system
Running HOMER simulation under different Input data requirements
Design of Micro-power system of renewable energy sources
Design of Off-Grid and On-Grid Micro-Power System
Team Project
Team Presentation
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Course Contents and Schedule
1. Smart Grid Overview
Overview of Smart Grid (SG) and SG technologies
Promises, Expectations, and Hypes,
Smart Meter, Lawsuits, and SG Bubbles (?)

2. Renewable Energy Sources
Renewable Energy Sources

3. Renewable Energy Source Characteristics
⌧a. Wind Turbine
⌧b. PV Module
⌧C. Application

4. Micro grid and Micro-power system
Micro grid definitions
More promises in island and military applications
Micro-Power System Design and Fundamental Concepts
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Course Contents and Schedule
5. Micro-Power System Design Using HOMER – Part 1
⌧HOMER introduction
⌧Design Examples
⌧Resource Data Determination – Solar, Wind, and Diesel
⌧Component Data Determination – Wind Turbine, PV, Converter, Battery,
Diesel Generator, Grid, Fuel Cell, etc.

6. Micro-Power System Design Using HOMER – Part 2
⌧HOMER simulation
⌧Off-grid system design --- Isolated System
⌧Grid-Connected System Design

7. Practical System Design and Summary
Team Project
⌧Isolated or Grid-Connected Power System Design
Team Presentation
Summary and Conclusions

8. Summary
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1. Smart Grid Overview
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Background - Power System Fact
Bigger Impact, less investment, distinct load profile

Background - Grid Inefficiency
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Background - Aging Assets
The average US transformer age is nearly 40 years old,
at which the failure rate is almost 20%.
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Background – Acts and Associations
Intelligent Grid Initiative
American Public Power Association
State-Level Exploration toward a smart grid

Background- DG Growth and Challenges
Explosive Growth of Distributed Generation
(DG) or DER (Distributed Energy Resources)
Challenges
Distribution system protection strategies for bidirectional power flows
Reactive power/ voltage control
"Islanding" issue
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Smart Grid Advancements – Federal Activity
2007 EISA (Energy Independence and Security Act) Legislation
Energy Reduction; Energy Saving; Energy-Efficiency; Metering

NIST charged for standards development
States encouraged to investigate smart grid

2008 ARRA (American Recovery and Reinvestment Act) Stimulus
Education $53B; Energy $43B; Infrastructure $111B; Protection $81B

2009 NIST Roadmap & Smart Grid Interoperability Panel
2009 SGIG (Smart Grid Investment Grants) Awards – Federal
Stimulus
Integrated Project
AMI
Distribution
Transmission
Total of $3.4 B

Top 20 Recipients of ARRA (DOE)

Top 20 Smart Grid Vendors by ARRA Award Amount
Itron $304,828,804
Trilliant Networks Inc. $99,494,396
GE $98,668,171
Honeywell $60,932,262
Landis+Gyr $56,222,792
Accenture $53,955,271
Cooper Power Systems $48,680,230
Sensus $43,319,354
Elster $42,305,647
IBM $42,261,054
S&C Electric Company $39,431,504
Alcatel Lucent $38,664,493
BSC $32,078,744
A123 Systems $29,923,083
Oracle $28,673,666
Silver Spring Networks Inc. $28,611,707
Beacon Power Corporation $24,063,978
Tantalus $21,059,544
Undisclosed $18,399,024
Ervin Cable Construction, LLC $16,959,700

Renewable Portfolio by States
20% by 2020
CA: 20% by 2020
IL: 25% by 2025
CT: 23% by 2020
MN: 25% by 2025
NJ: 22.5 % by 2021
NY: 24% by 2013
AZ: 15% by 2025
OR: 25% by 2025

Smart Grid Overview
Electric grid evolves to incorporate advances in
information technology, communication systems and
new technologies
Ubiquitous communications backbone
⌧Distributed sensors
⌧New and/or automated control methodologies
⌧Real-time ratings
New technologies
⌧Alternative system designs
⌧Distributed Energy Resources
⌧Predictive and condition based maintenance
Information technology
⌧Asset optimization
⌧Operational excellence
⌧Customer participation
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Traditional Network
Point-to-point communication systems
Link the central control room to failureindicators and switches on the grid, each
with dedicated communication channel
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Intelligent Network
Standardized packet based networking (like
Internet).
Simple failure-indicators are replaced by
intelligent electronic devices (IEDs)
Real-time situation-awareness provided to the
system operators
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2 layers: Electrical and Information
Integration of two infrastructures securely:
electrical and information
The convergence of communication technology
and information technology with power system
engineering
assisted by an array of new approaches,
technologies and applications,
allows the existing grid to traverse the complex
yet staged trajectory of architecture, protocols,
and standards towards the smart grid.
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Emerging Capabilities
Demand Optimization – Manage peak via consumption control
Delivery Optimization – Reduce delivery losses
Renewables Optimization – Use of forecast and smoothing
Reliability Optimization – Wide Area protection and control
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Smart Grid Overview
Modern Grid Initiative
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Functional Attributes
Functional Attributes of Smart Grid
Self-healing
⌧A grid able to rapidly detect, analyze, respond and restore from
perturbations.
Empower and incorporate the consumer
⌧The ability to incorporate consumer equipment and behavior in the
design and operation of the grid.
Tolerant of attack
⌧A grid that mitigates and stands resilient to physical and cyber
security attacks.
Provides power quality needed by 21st century users
⌧A grid that provides a quality of power consistent with consumer
and industry needs.
Accommodates a wide variety of generation options
⌧A grid that accommodates a wide variety of local and regional
generation technologies (including green power).
Fully enables maturing electricity markets
⌧Allows competitive markets for those who want them.
Optimizes assets
⌧A grid that uses IT and monitoring to continually optimize its capital
assets while minimizing operations and maintenance costs.
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Technical Attributes
Technology Attributes of Smart Grid
Grid-wide integrated communications
⌧Internet for the power grid
Sensing, metering, measurement
⌧Digital two-way communication
devices
⌧Enable generation connect and
disconnect
⌧Enhance operator information
Advanced control capabilities
⌧Computer based grid monitoring
⌧Enables dispatch of distributed
resource
Advance grid components
⌧Energy storage
⌧Distributed generation
Decision Support
⌧Analytics to guide grid operators
⌧Semi-autonomous agent software
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Potential Benefits
Potential Benefits
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Smart Grid Pyramid
Base – Asset management
Overhaul of Infrastructure – Circuit, Communication, IT
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Primary Players
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Smart Grid Information Network
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Emerging Standards
Substation Gateways: WAN and LAN
Smart Meters: LAN and HAN
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Smart Grid = Smart Meter ?
Expectations of Smart Grid by only Smart meter?
Does Smart Meter reduce electricity bill?
Who pays for the smart meter?

Metering Trend and Smart Meter
Energy Meters
key player in power system
Record the consumption
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Smart Meter
Smart Meters
Reliable and Efficient Data Communication
Demand Response
Billing
Identify losses
Understand load patterns
Tamper detection
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Smart Meter, Dumb Idea?
Proponents of Smart Meters – Shows current energy usage and consume
less as a result
Opponents – Smart Meters are expensive charging customers an extra
$3.24 a month for a meter with $444 for how long? Utility can easily
terminate service. There are cheaper ways to reduce energy usage.

Smart Meter Lawsuits
Class action lawsuit in California against PG&E
Class action suit in Texas against Oncor Electric
Delivery

Smart Meter and Privacy Concerns
Information collected by
smart meters could reveal
how many people live in a
home, their daily routines,
changes in those routines,
what types of electronic
equipment are in the home,
and other details.
"It's not hard to imagine a
divorce lawyer subpoenaing
this information, an
insurance company
interpreting the data in a
way that allows it to
penalize customers, or
criminals intercepting the
information to plan a
burglary," the private
nonprofit Electronic Frontier
Foundation noted in a blog
post about smart meters.
Marijuana Farm Discovery in
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Smart Meter Wars
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“Take Back Your Power” ?
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Smart Meter Opt-Out with Fine and Fee
CPUC ruled that PG&E
must allow customers to
opt out of smart meter
installations after groups
had formed to protest the
new wireless meters
Butut those customers will
have to pay a fine and a
monthly fee for keeping
their analog meters.
Now SDG&E and SCE
have been handed the
same orders from the
commission.
SDG&E and SCE can
charge up to a $75 fine
and $10 a month, the
same that PG&E will
charge its customers, to
cover the cost of sending
meter readers out to read
the old meters and others.
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Smart Grid Concerns

Smart: upgrade national electricity grade
But “Smart Grid” should not have to be too smart
Transmission lines are needed to get the renewable energy
produced in other parts of the country to another part.
The true cost of renewable energy is really high.
Renewable smoothing by energy storage, pumped hydro, or battery
is not always good for all – environmentalists etc
Dumb due to the significant loss of knowledge and judgment due to
retirement and failure to replace the engineers who built what we
have.
Internet may be a curse to the smart grid – smart monitoring should
be separated from dumb control functions which are intentionally
separated
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Smart Grid Security Vulnerability

Smart meters are extremely attractive targets for malicious hackers, largely
because vulnerabilities can easily be monetized. Hackers who compromise
a meter can immediately manipulate their energy costs or fabricate
generated energy meter readings. This kind of immediacy of return on the
hacker investment has proven to be a great motivator in the past.
Consider the early days of cable television, when signal hijacking kits were
sold in huge volumes. Notably—even after 30 years of investment—cable
theft continues to be a daunting problem for the entertainment industry.
Imagine a day when we could purchase smart meter “hack” kits from
Internet vendors for $100 or less. Possibly by exploiting bugs in the
exposed infrared port or mesh network protocols, this fictional tool would let
users manipulate internal energy tables or send forged control messages to
supported systems within a home or enterprise.
Potential terrorist attacks on grid
Stuxnet malware attack on an Iran nuclear site
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Smart Grid and Smart Meter Cyber Vulnerability

Smart Meter Hack?
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Stuxnet at Natanz
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Net Metering Disputes
Compensation for local,
distributed generation
Feed-in-Tariff (FIT):
compensation above retail
and later to the retail price
Net-Metering: Always at
retail (and not
compensation technically)
Power Purchase
Agreement(PPA):
“Standard Offer Program” Below retail or some cases
(like Solar) above retail.
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Net Metering in US
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Net (Energy)Metering in California
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Net Metering Fee -- Arizona
Arizona's electricity regulator has
imposed a small fee on home operators
of photovoltaic systems that rely on "net
metering" to feed excess solar
electricity back into the grid.
Net metering has been controversial
among utilities across the United States
and in countries like the UK as well,
because of claims that if customers
generating electricity at home are
allowed to sell electricity back into the
grid at the going spot price of electricity,
then the added system costs of
providing the needed infrastructure will
be shifted to all the rest of the
customers.
Arizona Corporation Commission,
imposed a fee of 70 cents per kilowatt
of installed solar, which would equate
to about $5 per month in a typical
household.
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Net Metering fee in California (AB 327)
Compromise between utilities and solar industry in Net Metering
Assembly Bill (AB) 327.
Unlimited amount of customer owned renewables
A monthly fee of $10 for customers to compensate utilities for
infrastructure costs
⌧$5 or less for Low Income customers

Comments
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AB 327 into a Law in CA
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Smart Grid Worldwide
Worldwide Smart Grid Spending to Hit $46 Billion in 2015 – report by
IDC Energy Insights

SG Spending Growth: $46.4 billion in 2015, a spending increase
of 17.4 percent over 2010.
Asia the greatest growth by 2015, with spending increase by 33.7 %.
⌧China set to spend $100 billion on smart grid infrastructure over the
next five years, including the deployment of 300 million smart meters
by 2015.

North America’s next wave of spending will be on demand
response technology that uses the information gathered from
smart meters to automatically manage and respond to demand
peaks and brings the power plants (renewable and otherwise) into
the loop.
⌧Hawaii Electric Co. is currently participating in a pilot program for
automated demand response technology linked to a wind farm.
Europe is expected to increase smart grid investments as the EU's 2020
deadline approaches for a 20 % increase in renewable energy and a 20
% increase in energy efficiency.
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Smart Grid in Korea

National Vision for Low-Carbon, Green Growth –
August 2008
National Road Map for Smart Grid in Korea
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KSGI – Korea Smart Grid Initiative
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Vision and Goals for Korea’s Smart Grid
2009 Smart Grid Road Map
Complete Nationwide Implementation of Smart Grid Technology by 2030
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Smart Grid Implementation Plan
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Key Targets
Reduced outage time
Reduced transmission and distribution losses
Energy Saving in buildings and homes
Smart Meter Deployment

Other Key Targets
Smart Transportation
Renewable Energy
Electricity Service
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Jeju Island Smart Grid Test-bed

Better Grid -- Jeju
The $220-million pilot
project is aimed at
reducing an area’s
electricity costs and
energy consumption,
through the use of
smarter technologies,
increased efficiency and
more renewable energy
sources.
South Korea requires
that at least 2 percent of
gross domestic product
be spent on the
research and
development of
renewable energy.
Utilities companies are
required to source 10
percent of their power
from renewables by
2022.
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Test Bed Network Diagram
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Summary
Characteristics
Enables active
participation by
consumers
Accommodates all
generation and storage
options
Enables new products,
services, and markets
Provides power quality
for the digital economy

Today’s Grid
Consumers are uninformed and nonparticipative with power system
Dominated by central generation –
many obstacles exist for distributed
energy resources interconnection
Limited wholesale markets, not well
integrated- limited opportunities for
consumers
Focus on outages – slow response to
power quality issues

Optimize assets and
operates efficiently

Little integration of operational data
with asset management – business
process silos

Anticipates and
responds to system
disturbances (selfheals)
Operates resiliently
against attack and
natural disaster

Responds to prevent further damage
– focus is on protecting assets
following faults
Vulnerable to malicious acts of terror
and natural disasters

Smart Grid
Informed, involved, and active
consumers – demand response and
distributed resources
Many distributed energy resources
with plug-and-play convenience focus
on renewables
Mature, well-integrated wholesale
markets, growth of new electricity
markets for consumes
Power quality is a priority with a
variety of quality/price options – rapid
resolution of issues
Greatly expanded data acquisition of
grid parameters – focus on
prevention, minimizing impact to
consumers
Automatically detects and responds to
problems – focus on prevention,
minimizing impact to consumers
Resilient to attack and natural
disasters with rapid restoration
capabilities
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